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HAL Mechanical MT, 13th August 2021, 1st Shift 

 

Tech - Moderate to Tough ESE Type 

Engg. Maths in Tech Section- Moderate GATE Syllabus 

English & Reasoning- Easy 

GA- Moderate 

 

From Engineering maths 20-25 que were asked In first shift of HAL 

 

Engineering maths ??? 

Yes gate syllabus maths 

 

In GATE syllabus maths.. except laplace transforms he touched every concept..... 

 

Kese the numericals 

From core side 4-6 numerical i guess even less than that... 

 

Bhai normal maths aaya tha.matrix aur differential equations pe the. Easy vaale the 

 

Maitri setu 

Japan ka pm 

 

English easy tha 

Paragraph pe aye the.  

Baki rules.. 
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As of i remember... 

Matrices -4 

Probability -2 

Numerical methods -3 

Differential eq -4  

Vector calculs -2 

Direct integration -2 

Statistics -1  

Complex numbers -3 

Taylors series -2 

 

20-22 Questions from Maths 

 

1st Shift MT, 2nd shift for DT 

 

Playing it my way book writer 

Sachin 

 

Bhai gs ka question btao saare 

Maitri setu 

Japan pm 

Jalabhisham 

Culcutta to Delhi kab shift hua capital 

 

Prack book aisa kuch book thi writer 

 

1st nobel prize 

Ha tagore tha ans 
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Fuji ki capital 

Suva tha 

 

Silk road in arctic 

Iska China tha 

Ha 

 

Otto cycle 2 question 

 

Emmy award 

 

Eigen value 2 

 

Television 

 

Maxima minima 

 

Simpson rule 

 

Coduction covection 

 

Pelton and kaplan differ 

 

Sir No khurmi & gupta, no rk jain, GATE & ESE Level as you already told 

 

Blending in Powder 

 

Laughing Buddha 
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Uranium gk 

 

Ratio proportion  

Series  

Article 

Antonyms  

Synonyms  

Adverb 

Paragraph  

Number analogy 

 

Mission ka nam tha nuclear mission 

 

First news paper in india 

 

Fuel used In nuclear reactor 

 

Conceptual questions in tech 

 

First law of td 

 

Enthalpy formula  

Entropy concept. 

 

Buckling in Euler equation 

 

2theta in Mohr circle 

 

heat transfer aya tha kya? 



Haaa 

Fourier law  

Radiative power 

 

Technical me numerical calculative the kya??? 

Ha the 

 

Ese prelims type tha....mechanical 

Ha right 

Yes. One n more than one q right vale . 

 

Is calculator available?? 

No 

 

It seems that HAL paper is tough than HPCL 

 

gate ke previous year dekhne se maths me fayda hoga kya 

Bhai easy vala maths tha. Bt padhake nahi gaya tha..  

Jo easy vale hai wo karake jao 

 

Numerical vale formula karake jaao 

 

direct formula puche he ya values de ke calculate krna he 

Vector me pucha tha formula. Aur baki calculate karana hai. 

        

       




